
Netmore one of 26 selected operators when LoRaWAN® roaming
is enabled between over 25 countries
Netmore, which builds nationwide IoT networks based on LoRaWAN technology, is one of 26
operators selected for an international collaboration enabling seamless roaming between 27
countries. LoRaWAN roaming becomes available between both public and private networks, and
enables a number of new IoT applications, for tracking, logistics and other use cases where the
combination of cross-network mobility and connectivity is a prerequisite.

“This is a big and welcome step towards LoRaWAN becoming the dominant global access technology for IoT, and it creates
opportunities for us to start discussions with customers and partners who have existing international markets. As millions of
units are connected, the need for collaboration between dedicated IoT operators grows, so as to allow international cross-
country services. The LoRa Alliance® roaming initiative is completely in line with Netmore's strategy to build the Swedish
national IoT network ", says Ove Anebygd, CEO of Netmore.

In addition to Netmore’s international collaboration to establish LoRaWAN as the global standard for secure and reliable LPWAN
connection, the nationwide Swedish IoT network is being rolled out.

Netmore, through the collaboration with Polar Structure and the jointly owned network company Netmore Polar, has recently
acquired Talkpool’s IoT Network. Twelve masts that will be equipped with LoRaWAN gateways to make the network grow.

“In connection with the launch of the investment in national coverage in Sweden, we immediately saw an effect in the form of
increased interest among IoT service providers who were given additional wider coverage for their operations. Now we have
even greater coverage, and we look forward to being able to offer an even wider market for our partners.”, Says Fredrik
Skoglund, LoRaWAN manager Netmore.

The initiative for international roaming is led by the collaboration organization LoRaWAN Alliance, and in addition to Netmore,
involves operators in countries such as Germany, France, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, and Belgium. LoRaWAN Alliance's overall
strategy is to make the technology available and simplify its use.
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Netmore Group AB is an IoT operator that enables comprehensive and dedicated solutions for cities, industries and properties and. Together
with our partners, we build secure, reliable and sustainable communication networks and develop an ecosystem for the Internet of Things,
locally, nationally and globally.Netmore Group was formed in 2010 and since 2017 listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market. Redeye AB
is the Company's Certified Adviser regarding the listing at Nasdaq First North Growth Market. 
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